**United Mexican States**

**Multiple Immigration Form (FMM)**

This form must be filled out individually by all foreigners entering Mexico, including diplomatic personnel.

### Front:

1. **Name:** (Last, First, Middle Initial(s))
2. **Surname(s):**
3. **Nationality:**
4. **Date of Birth:** day/month/year
5. **Sex:** Female, Male, Other
6. **Passport number:**
7. **Means of Transportation:**
   - Air
   - Land
   - Sea
   - Does not apply
8. **Airl ine and Flight No., vessel or registry on which you are arriving:**
9. **Country where journey began:**
10. **Date of Arrival:** day/month/year
11. **Airport or Port of Entry:**
12. **Type of Trip:**
   - Tourist
   - Work
   - Business
   - Official/Diplomatic
   - Crew
13. **Place or city of destination in Mexico:**
14. **Main activity in your country of residence:**
   - Work
   - Work
   - Housekeeper
   - Students
   - Religious Institution
   - Unemployed
   - Other
15. **City where you will stay:**
16. **Country from which you are arriving:**
17. **Sex:** Female, Male
18. **Naturalization or Immigration Status:**
   - Permanent Resident
   - Refugee
   - Asylum Seeker
   - Other
19. **Date of entry:** day/month/year
20. **Reason for travel:**
   - Business
   - Tourist
   - Study
   - Other
21. **Signature of foreigner:**

### Back:

**Official Use**

1. **Duration of stay:**
   - in Mexico
   - in Guadalajara
   - in Monterrey
   - in Puebla
   - in Tijuana
2. **Extension of stay:**
   - in Mexico
   - in Guadalajara
   - in Monterrey
   - in Puebla
   - in Tijuana

**Instructions for Filling Out**

Upon arrival in Mexico, all foreigners including diplomatic personnel must fill out this immigration form individually and present it to the immigration authority at the port of entry.

This form has two parts; make sure you fill out the arrival and departure sections. Do not forget to sign the form in the appropriate box.

Foreigners who are holders of non-ordinary passports, and the holders of certain immigration forms, will fill out this immigration form for statistical purposes. In no case will this immigration form exceed their legal stay.

Foreigners who have a Mexican visa that enables them to obtain an FMM or FMA must present this immigration form and present it at the port of entry within 72 hours following their entry. They must initiate the process of removing the immigration form for an FMM or FMA. AGRICULTURAL WORK does not exceed legal stay.

Foreigners seeking to carry out tourist activities in Mexico, other activities that do not require a stay longer than 10 days, shall fill out this immigration form and present it to the immigration authorities at the point of entry. During their stay in Mexico, they must not exceed the period of the departure region in which they arrive in immigration and they are subject to the conditions established by the immigration authorities.

The Visitor (Alien of Mexican Nationality, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities, Visitor for Incentive Activities) shall fill out this immigration form for up to 10 days (Edades, Scholarships, Technical, Technical, Technical, Cooperation, Others). They must make a written report to the Immigration Office to extend their stay beyond 10 days. The report will be handled upon departure from the country.

They may stay in Mexico for up to 10 days.

**Entry Seal:**

**Exit Seal:**

**Signature:**